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Abstract
This paper studies the Markovian
framework
of the multi-factor
Heath-Jarrow-Morton
(HJM)
model of the interest rate processes to incorporate
increasing
Markovian
families associated
with
the finite (say, pth) order ordinary
differential
equations
(p = 1,2,.
,), which is a more general
extension
of earlier works such as Bhar-Chiarella(1997),
InuiLKijima(l998)
and so on. We reveal
the allowable
volatility
functions,
the number
of state variables
and the resulting
Markovian
expression
of the discount
bond price.
As a viable application
we demonstrate
the pricing
of
a total-rate-of-return
swap among a variety of popular
credit derivatives,
modelling
the hazard
rates for relevant defaultable
entities by those multi-factor
Markovian
type stochastic
processes
of HJM model.
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Introduction

In this paper we study the sufficient
conditions
such that the multi-factor
Heath-Jarrow-Morton
(HJM) model (1992)[11] for the forward
interest rate process with more general stochastic
volatility functions
belongs to the Markovian
framework.
It is well known that, in general, the evolution
of the spot interest rate process in the HJM framework
is not Markovian,
as discussed
in, for
example,
Carverhill(l994)
[4] within one-factor
HJM model.
‘The

analysis and conclusions set forth are those of the author and do not indicate
course, the author is soley responsible for all remaining errors.
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concurrence

by

Among earlier works of the Markovian
framework
of HJM model Inui-Kijima(l998)[12]
and
Bhar-Chiarella(1997)[2]
considered
the multi-factor
formulations
of HJM model, in which they
assumed that the volatility
function
has an ad hoc structure
of some bounded measurable
function of the spot interest
rate times an exponential
damping factor with respect to the time-tomaturity,
or that further
multiplied
by some deterministic
polynomial
of the time-to-maturity,
respectively.
Our primary
concern
is to shed light on a sequential
structure
of the volatility functions
for which we introduce
ordinary
differential
equations
with the appropriate
(say
pth)
order and to give insight into an increasing
number of families
of the HJM framework
leading to the finite dimensional
Markovian
systems,
varying
the order p = 1,2,.. ._ In this
respect our framework
might be thought
of as a naive extension
of Inui-Kijima(l998)[12]
and
Bhar&hiarella(l997)[2]
in a way to synthesize
the extant other literature
on Markovian
HJM
modelling.
For the purpose of empirical
research we provide useful Markovian
expressions
of the discount
bond price in terms of appropriate
numbers
of state variables,
which allow us to price most
of European
type contingent
claims over the term structure.
That is the case even if the
valuation
problem is of rather high-dimensionality,
when we employ the recently developed
quasiMonte-Carlo
simulation
technique,
using some generalized
low-discrepancy
sequences
(LDS), as
demonstrated
in Ninomiya-Tezuka(l996)[17].
Similarly
to BharChiarella(l997)[2]
and de JongSanta-Clara(
1999)[6] our formulation
can be transformed
to the state space representation
which
enables us to perform
the estimation
of relevant
stochastic
processes
by means of the Kalman
filtering
technique
and so forth.
The second aim of this paper is to apply this Markovian
framework
of HJM model to the
hazard
rate processes
according
to the reduced-form-approach
of DuffieSingleton(1996)[10],
and to confirm
its validity
of pricing
credit derivatives
such as default
swaps, total-rate-ofreturn(TROR)
swaps and so on. We shall provide
useful lemmas about the conditional
expectations
of the state variables
which can be repeatedly
used for the analytical
calculation
of
almost credit derivatives,
and derive a (nearly)
closed-form
expression
of the TROR
swap, as
an illustrative
example,
with a specific but fairly general covenant,
using a minimal
Markovian
type HJM modelling
of the hazard rate processes of relevant defaultable
entities and default-free
interest
rate process.
The paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 presents the Markovian
framework
of HJM model,
section
3 deals with interest
rate and hazard rate processes for pricing credit derivatives,
and
subsequently
gives closed-form
expressions
of popular credit derivatives
in real financial
markets.
Final section is devoted to summary
and concluding
remarks.

2
2.1

Markovian
General

Framework

of HJM Model

description

First of all we provide a short description
of the multi-factor
HJM model
venience.
The starting
point of the HJM term structure
model of interest
differential
equation(SDE)
of the instantaneous
forward
interest rate:
w,

T) = p(t,T)dt

+ 1

n

m(4

and volatility
where the instantaneous
drift p(t,T)
rate with maturity
date T (p,?,, : [O,oo) x Rt +
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ow3t),

for the notational
conrates is the stochastic

0 5 t I T,

(1)

m(t, T) at time t of the forward
interest
R) are jointly
measurable
and satisfy some

regularity
conditions
as shown in HJM(1992)[11],
and W” = (WY, .. , Wi) is an N-dimensional
standard
Brownian
motion defined on a complete
probability
space (Q, 3, PO), with the filtration
{3,},>0
which is the PO-augmentation
of the natural
filtration
3wp := u{Wf
: 0 5 s < t}
generated
by W”.
We assume that there is no arbitrage
opportunity
in the complete
bond market.
Let the
money market account
be denoted by
B(t)

:= Jr(s)d3,

(‘4

Under some regularity
conditions
HJM prove that there exists a unique equivalent
martingale
measure P under which a new process IV(t) defined by W’(t)
through
the market
price of risk
4(t) of the forward
interest rate becomes P-Brownian
motion and the default-free
discount
bond
price process,
P(t,T)
divided
becomes

by B(t)

:= exp(-lTf(t,s)ds),

is a P-martingale.

or, in the integrated

Under

0 5 t 5 T

P-measure

the SDE

(3)

of the forward

interest

rate

form,
f(t,

T)

= f(o,

T) t

c[J,'b,(s,
n

T)ds

t

1*m(s,

T)dWn(s)],

where
bn(C T) = m(4
The spot

rate

is written

T) 1’m(t,

(6)

UP.

as
r(t)

=

f(o,t)

t 6,

dr(t)

=

[f”‘(O,

t) t

(7)
Y, t

roopt

t

dXo(t),

where we let the superscript
(u) denote the a-th order partial derivative
of the function
with
respect to the second argument
such as y(“)(t,T) = d”r(t,T)/BT”,
and introduced
several
notations:

ry((t) = If y$$(s,
t)yLb)(s,
t)ds,

The discount

bond

prices

WA T)

are given

pt4 T) = pfo, t) ev

by
b,,(s, u)dsdu

+ ~‘1*m(s,

4dK(W]}~

(9)

Applying

Ito’s

formula,

we have

dry(t)
d;“(t)
KJt)

= -yk)(t,t)y~b)(t,t)dt+ r;;lb(t)dt + ry+:,“,,(t)dt,
= @;,(t)dt + rz(t)dt,
= -pp(t, t)dW”(t),

dYJ(t)

=

=

(10)

ay,,, + dX,n(t)
f;;,(t)dt t r:;((t)dtt $)(t,t)dw,(t).

As it is often useful to change the equivalent
martingale
measure from P to the so-called
measure
Q(T)
for which the numkraire
is changed from a money market
account
discount
bond price P(t, ‘I’) with an appropriate
future maturity
date T:

dQ0 :=
dP

QCWI :=
WQ(T)(q =
where

&(.)

stands

ZT(t)

= L,(b’&,T)dW(u)),

WTWf,)l,

t

W(t)

for the Doldans-Dade

forwardto a

B(t)

0 5 t < T

(11)

A E J-‘(t),
1’ du,

T)du,

exponential

and
T

npn(t, T) := Under

Q(T)-measure

X,“(t)

the above
=
J0

dX,(t)

=

equalities

$(s,

CTt)(t,
n

Jt m(t, u)du.

associated

Increasing

Xi(t)

are modified

t)dW,Q(T)(s)

- lf{Ti’(s,

t) J’,&
5

t)dW, QcT)(t)

- ~{$‘(t,
n

t) lTn,(t,u)du}dt.

Note that the coefficients
of the r.h.s.
of dX,(t)
measure,
so that the subsequent
argument
shown
this sort.

2.2

with

(1‘4

Markovian

slightly

u)du}ds,

are still Markovian
processes
later holds even for a change

as

(13)

under Q(T)of measure of

families

In this subsection
we introduce
a concept of the p-th minimal
Markovian
framework.
We notice
at first glance that the SDE’s of Eqs.(7),(10)
are not closed system.
Therefore,
in order to
make those Markovian,
it is necessary
to introduce
an infinite number of state variables,
that is
evidently
intractable
and computationally
inefficient.
To remove the disadvantage,
we suppose
that

up to p-th

order

partial

derivatives,

yqt,q

-y?‘,

, +y,?’ satisfy

p-1
= -&(T)y(“)(t,T)

a=0
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an ordinary

differential

equation

(14)

with,

for example,

appropriate

boundary

conditions

y(t,t) = oa(f(t),t),
P(t,t)

=

al(r(t),t),

y(“-‘)(t,t)

=

oJr(f),t).

(15)

This additional
condition
results in a closed SDE system of the interest
rates, i.e.,Markovian
framework
by expanding
the state space with a certain truncated
finite number
of state variables that have a role of accumulating
the information
of the path of the whole term structure.
We know that this differential
equation
(14) admits
some solutions
of certain
general
form according
to the given specifications.
Consider,
e.g., the constant
coefficient
case, i.e.,
c,(T)
= c,. Suppose that the characteristic
equation
associated
with this ODE has Ii real
roots, Xr,..,,X,,...,
Xx (their multiplicities
are denoted
by ml, j = 1,. ‘. , K) and (M - K)
imaginary
roots Xh.+r, ‘. . ,X,,...,XM
( their multiplicities
are denoted by rn), j = I<+l;..,M,
and Xj = o1 -+fi/IJ
) and Cfl_r rnj = p. Let S, stand for any phase determined
by the boundary condition.
Then the solution -y(., T) is proportional
to a linear combination
of the following
functions
depending
on T:
Tm~-‘eXJT

for j = l;..,Ic,

Tm~-1e”JTcos(P3T$bJ)

(16)
forj=li+l,...,M.

Note that the formulation
of Bhar-Chiarella(
1997)12] d oes not incorporate
a possibility
of solutions with imaginary
roots. In other words, our formulation
extends
Bhar-Chiarella(l997)[2]
so
as to allow for somewhat
general volatility
structure
including
the above as a. particular
specification.
In that sense our treatment
of Markovian
framework
based upon the yth order ODE
would be more comprehensive
than those.
In our formulation
we find that the solution of the pth order more general ODE is of a generic
form:
m(LT)

= 6L(r(tLt).fn(q

(17)

with f,,(T) being any function
with respect to T like Eq.(16).
It is also
volatility
structures
following
Eq.(14)
that when p > 1 there are (2 $ p
of (Xu, Xr; t, (u = O,l,.“,p1); I& (a,b = O,l;..,p
- 1, symmetric
). Let this class based upon a pth order ODE be denoted by ‘Dr. Then
above consideration
that there arises an increasing
number of families of
zll c D* c ..‘.

understood
within the
f p(p + 1)/2)N
states
with respect to a,b)
it turns out from the
Markovian
framework,

In order to motivate
the usefulness
of our formulation
of Markovian
framework
some heuristic
examples
of the lower order. First we demonstrate
the minimal
is just identical
to the volatility
specification,
as studied
in Inui-Kijima(l998)[12].
p = 1 in Eq.(14)
is that
+r!?,‘)(t,q

= -bI(t)m(t,

T),

let us consider
case, Dr, which
The case of
(18)

for which Yr = pr + Xr = - C,nn(t)(pEfn
+ X,“) = - C,n,(t)Yt,
Iru = -C,&,,(t)&‘.
Hence one needs 2N state variables,
(Yu”,I’E)
instead of 3N states (~;n,X~,I~~),
which is
due to a remarkable
reduction
of state variables
by pairing G” and X,!J’ together.
That may be
interpreted
as a peculiarity
of order one case. The simple form of ODE( 18) yields a solution
mp,

T) = o,(t,r(t))e-
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JIT+)du.

(19)

Next let us proceed
to a second-minimal
case (p = 2). It is important
to stress
significance
of our formulation
manifests
itself rather considerably
in the case of order
ODE of which is given by 1
y@)(t,T)
This

admits

a solution

of the general
y,@,T)

= k c,(T)yq,T).
a=0

the
the

(20)

form

= rr,(t,r(t))e-~TI(Y)dYCOS(W(T

- t) + 6),

which allows us to easily incorporate
a humped term structure
curve
although
there is no specific
reduction
of state variables
in this case,
going order one case. Indeed, dYr = f&t + r&t
+ dXr = C&u c,r,
need 7N state variables
of (Xi, Xi’; @‘, p;ln; rI;o”, I’?;, I’?;).
In this
procedure
up to the preferable
order so as to fit more complex
volatility
Now let us move on to the Markovian
expressions
order ODE of Eq.(14)
has a solution of the generic
Yn(t,T)

that
two,

= ‘“(t,s)I,o jnCT)

(21)

of the volatility
function,
differently
from the fore+ I’iudt + dXr. Hence we
way we can continue
this
term structures.

of the discount
bond price. Since
form (17), one has for t 5 s < T
-= -fn(t,s)Fn(s,T).

the pth

(22)

Let
G,(t,T)
In Eq.(9)

E ~TF.,(t,~)du.

(23)

we have
T
bn(s, zl)du

Jt

(24)

=

~TY,.(s;t)F,.(t,u)[~fY,(s,u)+~YY.(s,tiR,(t,v)dv]}du
I
s

=

Gn(f,Wn(s,t)

t ;G:,(t:T)y:(s,t),

so that
~L{~Tbn(s.+h}h

While,

from

=

G,(t,T)Jotb,,(s.t)dstaG:(t,T)~~y~(s,t)ds

=

G,(t,

T)?;(t)

t

t

T

(25)

;G;(t,T)l-&(t).

Eq.(22)
T
s/t

t
0

m(s,

U)dWn(S)dlL

=
=

JIJ

m(s,

t)G(t,

u)du

m"(s)

(26)

c;D&,lT)X,“(t).

‘If one takes a certain series of orthogonal polynomials,
for example, confluent hypergeometric
function, Lp’ (See Abramowitz-Stegun(l970)
[l]) such as y,,(t, T; a,,,) = a,,(t) C,, u,,C$‘(T),
then it satisfies
$‘(t,T;a,)

= +(t,T;

@+ l -Tam)
T
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- #(t,T;

%*)
T

Therefore

those

Proposition
1
The default-free

above

lead to the proposition

discount

l=‘(t,T)

bond price,

= $$xp[-;

If we delete one of Xt
is rewritten
as

‘s, e.g., Xt,

Eq. (9), is expressed
xG;(t,T)T&(t)
n
using

the spot rate

p(tlT)= mexp[-ixG:(t,T)f&(t)
P(O,t) n
=

3

- xG,(t,T)Y;(t)].
n
equation

(27)

(Y), ’ then the above

t

x;)]

equality

(W

n

-

N~G(t,T)Yi’(t)

n=l

n

Based
along the
discount
we remark
a certain

of G(., .) as

- xG,(t,T)@;tn

P(‘4T)
,iot)exp[-~CG’(t,T)r~ojl)

-G&,T)(r(t)

in terms

- f(O,t)

-F,(t)

- Nf X,“(t)
n=,

+tf”(t))].

upon the SDE’s of relevant state variables,
one can easily simulate
their future
values
forward
direction
with the aid of the Markovian
nature, and thereby obtain the future
bond prices appearing
in the valuation
of contingent
claims.
To complete
this section
that there is a volatility
condition
under which the forward
interest rate starting
in
domain continues
to stay within such a domain as the time passes. 3

Interest Rate and Hazard Rate Processes

In this section
we take the Duffie-Singleton’s(1996)[10]
reduced-form-approach,
establish
the
modelling
of hazard rate processes in terms of the above-mentioned
Markovian
HJM model, and
attempt
to value a typical credit derivative
among a variety
of popular
ones. 4 To this end it
is usually necessary
to specify the relevant stochastic
processes.
The first subsection
presents
a
2That was conducted m Lnui-KiJlma(l998)[19].
sit can be stated o la Kusuoka(l997)
[14] Let V,” be a fin& d~menszonal vector space ojC”([O,
w), R)
spanned by basis y such that when y(T) t VP,.. ,8-Ly/8Tp-1
E V/, Py/aTp
E VP Let VT be a
finite dimenstonal
vector space of P([O, KJ); R) s p anned by basts yl(T)y2(T),
., yj”‘(T)yr’(T),
,
yp’(T)yp’(T)
(symmetric
wtth respect to a, b), and yl(T) s,’ yz(s)ds,
, y?(T)
s,’ y*(s)ds.
Let VP ‘=
VP + Vz”. Ifu,,(t,T)
= Ci”=; u,,,,(t,r(t))y,,,(T),
y”,(T)
E I’; for some tnteger A!,,, then f(O,T)
E VP
rwdts tn f(t,T)
E VP for 0 5 t. That might be a slightly extended statement of Kusuoka(l997).
*According
to the Duffie-Singleton
approach Duffie-Liu( 1997)[9) computes the credit spread of the
defaultable swap contract.
Schbnbucher(l996)[18]
d escribes a spread term structure
dynamics
of defaultable bonds within a framework of defaultable HJM model, and Schonbucher(l997)
[19] attempts
to
value a variety of credit derivatives.
Recently Duffie( 1998)[7] treats the valuation of the default basket
swap contract in a setting of the exponential
affine model (DuffieKan(l996)[8]).
The seminar document,
Nakamura(l998)[16],
also discusses the hazard rate modelling by exponential affine, quadratic Gaussian
processes for the valuation of credit derivatives,
and highlights the valuation issue of high-dimensional
American type credit derivatives by means of the stochastic mesh method of Broadie-Glasserman(1997)[3],
enhanced by the generalized low-discrepancy
sequence.
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general setting
for a provision
next subsection
example.

3.1

of pricing
of either
addresses

credit derivatives
in sufficiently
more general form which is valid even
the basket type reference
assets or defaultable
credit risk taker, and
itself to the valuation
issue, taking the TROR swap as an illustrative

Markovian
HJM model

It is assumed in our case that
firms or a credit risk taker.
that the default-free
interest
Markovian
framework
of the
let us introduce
the dynamics
the credit qualities of different
df’(4T)

framework

of multi-dimensional

defaultable

there are multiple defaultable
entities which may be either reference
From the tractability
and ease of computation
we further
assume
rate and the hazard rates of defaultable
entities are described
in the
multi-dimensional
HJM model mentioned
earlier.
To begin with,
of different
forward
interest rates, reflecting
the time evolution
of
defaultable
entities:
= p’(t,T)dt

t &f(t!qdW,(t),
n

0 I t L T,

(29)

for 1 = 0, 1,. ‘, L and n = 0,. ‘, N, where we let I = 0 correspond
to the default-free
interest
rate, 1 = 1, ..., L - 1 to the reference
defaultable
firms, I = L to the credit risk taker, and
assume the complete
market,
so that N = L.
The benefit of the Markovian
setting of the multi-dimensional
HJM model is that it yields
analytically
tractable
expressions
of contingent
claims and, more importantly,
it can facilitate
to work out a valuation
scheme of contingent
claims such as American
option
which usually
requires backward
calculation.
We assume for simplicity
a minimal Markovian
volatility
function
as described
in detail in Inui-Kijima(l997)[12]:

yk(t,T)= o,(r’(t),t)e-“-)
for 1,n=O;.,,L.

(30)

Define
(31)

b;(s,

t)

:=

yf(s,

t) /‘-&s,
s

u)du

=

In terms of the Brownian
motion
W(t) under
assumed to exist here, we denote the stochastic

Y;(t)

:=

a risk-neutral
integrals
by

p(s,

-338-

t)d+fn(s),

probability

measure

P, which

is

(32)

Note that when o(,) in Eq.(30) is deterministic,
Y,:(t) is reduced to ~/,c~‘f~‘Xji(t),
and with the
help of such a setting we can obtain the closed-form
expressions
of the popular credit derivatives
in actual market.
Evidently
these state variables
satisfy SDE’s:

having

for t’ > t integral

and obeying

dXf,(t)

:=

e”hv”(t),

dY;(t)

:=

-K;Y;(t)dt

forms

Xf,(f)

:=

x;(t)

Y;(t’)

:=

e -“k(t’-t)Y;(t)

the conditional

+ pwv(s).

I-th

where

letting

- eXp(2Kit))/@KL),

=

rO(t) t I&‘(t)

II

f’(O,t)

t @:(s,t)ds

=

f’(44

t &+,itl,
n

< ., > denote

normal

by the

t ~/‘&WW,(s)
ll 0

the quadratic
:=

variation,

Y;(t),Y;(t)

<

=
&+n(t)

t

hazard
=

rate
$(t)

i&

we defined
>

(37)

12

Yn (s,t)ds
- e-Z"'t),

:= ~t[b;(s: t)ds + r!h tWf'n(s)l
=

h’(t)

an N-dimensional

a recovery
rate 61 of a corporate
bond issued
rate and discount
bond are expressed
as

I

firm’s

(35)
being

(36)

=

the I-th

and NN(.)

=

4;(t)

Then

s)e-“Qt’-J)dW,(s),

N ~N(Xf,(&zmz(4~))

Let Ll be a loss rate equal to one minus
defaultable
firm. The defaultable
spot

P’@,T)

O;(r(S),

distribution

:= (exp(2KkT)
function.

r’(t)

(34)
+ it’

m)lF(t)
with &,,(t,T)
distribution

(33)
+ $(t,t)dW,(t),

J0

is given
-

t b,(s,t)ds
1
t Y;(t)

by

rO(t))

(38)

ZZ$f’(o,t)- f’(O,t))
t t -&%i(s,t,
- b:(s,t))ds
n0
t+w - ??))~
-339-

It should be noticed that the hazard rates are not guaranteed
to be positive
with probability
one, which seems to be apparently
a serious drawback.
Due to the inheritance
of the desirable
nature of HJM model, this formulation
is tractable
and easy to calibrate
to the market,
while,
for instance,
exponential
affine or quadratic
Gaussian
formulation,
not allowing for a negative
hazard
rate, seems to be difficult
to do so, in particular,
when it is modelled for the mutually
correlated
multi-defaultable
entities.
Thus,
at present there would not exist any model to
reconcile
with these features
in valuing credit derivatives
underlying
multiple
assets exposed
to
the credit risks of those defaultable
entities.
This paper attaches
more importance
to the ease
of calibration
from the practical
viewpoint.
That is why we explore the HJM modelling
of the
hazard rate processes in what follows.
Then the SDE’s of the spot rate and the l-th defaultable
discount
bond price P’(t, T) are of
the forms:

with

T

up,n(t,T)
As a key lemma for pricing
both
provide
two conditional
expectations:
Lemma
1
For + : RLxN

x R+

x R+ --f R+,

@((X(t),t,T;qp)

Ik(X(t),t,T;cu,b,r,6)

hold for t E [O, T],

:= -

the fixed

-y;(t,

Jt

s)ds.

(40)

rate and the recovery

and \k‘ : RLxN

x R+

side present

x R+ --f R,

:=

E[e-~T”T(“)X(U)d’-~Tx(T)~~t]

=

e

conditional

values,

we now

on Ftt,
(41)

-a(*)-bT(T)X(t)

:= E[(6tTT(T)XjT))em

ST,IT(U)X(“)dU-PTXT(~),~~,

1

t

W.t,T;~J(d(d

c~ := T - tJj where

the coefficients

1

(42)

cT(4X(1))

are given

by

(43)

b,(r) = JtTan(u)du
t A,,
Cn(T)= ^In,
d(r)

with

initial

=

condition,

-~~Td~~,(u)u,(s){~Ta,(u)deta,}y,.t6
n,m t

a(O) = 0, b,,(O) = 1, ~~(0) = ^I~, d(0) = 6.
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In particular,
slightly
simple

if o and
form:
a(r)

=

y are constant,

-’

and

u,,(t)

=

e(L”tKm)T[chd2(r)

eKn’, then

these

+ ~JAJI(~)

coefficients

become

t B,il,,(,(r)],

in

(44)

2:
b(r)

=

mnr

C(T)

=

Yn,

d(r)

=

- C

t

Pm

yn,e(KnSsm)T

(%~l(r)

t

ii"lB(T)}

t

4

n,m

where

the calculation

of the integral

I,,(.)

(n = 0, ‘. ,) defined

by

In(r):=J’ e-ht~m)~u~du

(45)

0

is straightforward,

the first

three
lo(r)

with

of which
=

L(lIi

are given

by

emKT)

(461

I( := TV,,$ n,,.

This

3.2

lemma

is proved

easily

by the Feynman-Ka.c

Total rate of return

formula.

See KaratzasShreve(l991)[13]

swap

In this subsection
we shall study the valuation
of a total rate of return (TROR)
swap contract,
in which a counterparty
pays the so-called
“total return”
(=income
plus capital gains) of one or
more reference assets over another counterparty.
Let us call the former a total-return
payer, and
the latter a total-return
receiver who plays a role of taking a credit risk of defaultable
reference
assets. In valuing this sort of contract,
we typically
assume a following
covenant:
. There are two parties entering
event stipulated
in a covenant,
l

into a contract,
which terminates
at the time of a credit
or at a prespecified
maturity,
whichever
is first.

A credit event is primarily
default by one or more reference firms. 5 Furthermore,
into account
the event of termination
triggered
by the default of a total-return
(credit risk taker).

we take
receiver

. If credit event does not occur until time t;(i-th
cash flow time;i = 1, ‘. , Nr for the I-th
defaultable
bond), then total-return
payer pays the total return,
c + fl(t,)
- II(t,-r)
at
time t;, where we let c be a total income gain(i.e.,
sum of coupons),
and let fI(t) stand
for a market value of the reference
coupon bond portfolio.
Note that if the total return is
negative, then the total-return
payer receives such absolute amount.
‘As to the definition of a credit event it is also possible to alter the default
to the first-tc+default
of any one among the basket of reference firms.
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of a single reference

firm

. If credit event occurs at time T, then the total-return
receiver (credit-risk-taker)
has to
pay a certain amount of coverage against a capital loss incurred
by the default of reference
assets, II(ti.(r))
- &II(r),
where 6 stands for an aggregate
recovery
rate, and t,.(r) means
the cash flow time just before the time r of credit event. Note also that if such amount
of
capital loss at the default time is negative,
then the total-return
receiver pays its absolute
amount.
Here

the market

value

of bond

portfolio

at time

t denoted

L-I
n(t)

:=

51 c

t,

useful lemma and proposition
as shown
probability
is represented
by

and its conditional

where

The

p,.,(u)

change

expectation

is non-stochastic

of numeraire

later.

as

d?(t,

u,).

(47)

U,>i

Before entering
into details of the calculation,
ciated with L defaultable
entities,

be cyl := (l-J&

is represented

NI

c

I=1

Let an (L+l)-vector

by II(t)

we prepare

&,

...,

&).

With

6 The quantity

somewhat

general

these notations
related

notations

we shall

to a cumulative

asso-

provide

a

nondefault

is

term

technique

of Q(U),

and

by Davis(1998)

[5] will

b e useful

in this

calculation.

For

60~r notation is as follows; as stat.ed earlier, I z 0 corresponds
to the default-free
interest rate,
I = 1,
, L - 1 to the reference bonds, and 1 = L to the total return receiver (credit risk taker) For the
simplicity
of exposition we ignore the default risk of the total return payer (insured counterparty).
This
setting is also comprehensive,
which is applicable for the default basket contract with L - 1 defaultable
reference bonds and a defaultable guarantor,
although a typical TROR swap contracted
in the actual
credit derivative market is probably L = 2, i.e., the simple case of a single defaultable asset reference and
a defaultable credit risk taker.
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v > t we take
under which

h(t,v)

as a numkaire

and denote

WQ’“‘@)
becomes
Under

= Wp(t)

by Q(v)

t g

I’

the associated

c&u,

probability

measure,

u)du

(52)

an (L f l)-dimensional
Bcownian
motion by Girsanov’s
theorem.
the Q(v)-measure
relevant stochastic
processes
are rewritten
as follows:
rl(t)

=

f’(0,

b(t)

=

$fio,t)

t) $

J

,*[bjj(s,

t) - f- qlbff’(s,
I’=0

#v+,,(t)

=

j)&:t)ds

(53)
(54)

-,b;‘(s,t))

- e

q+:(s,t,v)

- #“(s,WW

I'=0

+&Y’(t)
p(t)

t Y’(t),

- fO(o,t))

+$j’{(bjj(s,t)
n

:=

t,v)]ds

- YO@))
f I-(Y’(t)
Ll

- Yyt)),

- ~n,~17j.is.t)‘;‘ls.zl)ds+

(55)

Y;(t)

l=O

:= fq”) (t)+ y:(t),
Ntn
P’(t,T)

P’K!
T)
~exP(C[-~~~‘(t,T)(n:(t)

=

(56)
n

-f$(t,T)~‘{b!$,t)

- 5 q,b;‘(s,t,w)}ds
I’=0
-$‘?b’(t,T)di,(t)

Now we give another lemma
value of the recovery side.

used for calculating

-Ph(t,T)~i!

conditional

- /$,(t,T)Yi(t)])

fn ) (t) - P:k

expectations

involving

W’(+

the present

Lemma
2
Under the Q(u)-measure
J,,(t,v,T)

:=

EQ’“‘[hr(v)Pm(v,T)13;]

=

Q’“‘(lJ)F”,(O,
I-l,,,
t-&Fm(O,v,T)e

for 1, m = 0, .

(57)

21,T)e~~‘“‘(~‘T,~)~m(t,
M~“‘(“,T,v~(~,m(t,~~,T)

u, T)
- Qom(t,u,T))

, L and t < v 5 T, where
(58)
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and A&$“‘(.,

., .) is th e same

Note that the first
lemma 1.
Since

the hazard

and second

rate

process

one as defined

above,

i.e.,

expectations,

Qm(.)

and @I,,,(.),

is given
h(t)

it follows

‘are both

explicitly

by

by
= d?(t)

t ;(Yi(t)

-Ye(t)),

(60)

that

W1(4l~tl= h(t) + P!&)-d(t)
for u > t. Let i*(u)

Note

computed

that

:= sup{ilt;

< u, i = 1,. ‘. , A’}.

(61)

For the recovery

side we have

for t < s < u

(63)

ZZ

EP[A(t,

,~),,a(‘),,~(‘),(;:

hi(u))

IF$L(s)l

I=1

In calculating
the integrand
integral.

the present
of Eq.(62),

value of the recovery
side, we substitute
the above expectations
into
employ lemma 2 and finally conduct
the numerical
evaluation
of that

Next we proceed to the calculation
of the present value of the fixed
swap contract.
Let R, denote the number of premiums
paid periodically
contract.
The present value is given by

“dt) = &W){
- (W) -I-a)t (c+n(k)
t
=

1
~o(L1,4)

] + E[A(tt)n(tt)]
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- n(t,J)}]

- E[A(h)n(ti-I)]

rate side of the TROR
until the maturity
of

(‘54)

t (1t C- a)E[A(t,)]}.

Note

that

for t < II < u

(I!)
E%‘)[
Z(t,

21; u)

c$q) := s,, < Y;(t),Y;,(t)

and pr,(u)

being

a non-stochastic

term

E[A(ti)&I

(‘33)

’

>,

(69)

of T,(U).

Let

Jl,(t,

u) := EQ(“)[hl(t)P,,,(t,

= Evit’)i&lW

t:)l

u)].

Note

that
(71)

E[A(tz)fl(tz)]= EQ”“[n(t,)]~(O,ti),
ENt,)n(t,-,)I = EQ”,‘[n(t,-,)]~(O,t,),
Wk)l = W’, tc),
L-l

EQ’“‘[n(t)]

=

N,

c xl c @(t,
I=1
u,>t
L-l

EQ(S)[h/(Wt)l

are readily

computed

Proposition
The LIBOR

by lemma

=

2. Thus

u); s),

Nm

c
m=l

zn,

we arrive

c
u,>t

cmJ/,(t,

uj),

at the proposition.

2
spread

is expressed

as

a = 1 t c - t(&

t

IL -

r,b

t

I,“},

(721

where

I* = 2I=1 @(O, ti),
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(73)

I; = -&A(t,)W)j,
t=l
Ii

=

2

E[A(ti)II(t,-I)].

,=I
Substituting
these quantities
calculated
the fair rate of LIBOR
spread.

4

Summary

with

the help of lemmas

and Concluding

I,2 into Eq.(72),

we can obtain

Remarks

This is a companion
paper to the preceding
one, Nakamura(1997)[15],
which, according
to the
structural
approach
of modelling
credit quality, has explored the pricing of defaultable
securities,
contracts,
and their derivatives,
and provided
a. valuation
methodology
using generalized
lowdiscrepancy
sequences
highlighted
recently
from the standpoint
of computational
efficiency.
In
contrast,
this paper follows another
approach,
so-called
reduced-form
approach,
that is what
DuffieSingleton(l996)
[lo] has developed
recently.
We have first studied the sufficient
conditions
that the general HJM model becomes Markovian
framework,
paying attention
to a sequential
structure
of volatility
functions
which is characterized by the certain ordinary
differential
equations,
and second modelled the hazard rate processes
by the multi-dimensional
Markovian
HJM framework.
Of course, there are other modellings
of
those processes,
for instance,
exponential
affine, quadratic
Gaussian
stochastic
processes,
as
demonstrated
in Nakamura(1998)[16].
Usually the financial
industry
practice
requires the theoretical
term structure
of spread curves
to be completely
adjusted
to those observed
in markets.
The remarkable
feature of HJM modelling is to easily meet such conditions,
while the other modellings seem to be difficult
to calibrate
to the market spread curves.
In this respect our modelling
makes sense and can, especially,
provide analytically
tractable
or closed-form
expressions
of credit derivatives,
when specifying
the
Markovian
HJM framework
to the minimal one.
As for the American
option provision
of credit derivative
contracts
such as callability
of default swaps, Nakamura(l996)[16]
attempts
to value that credit-risky
contingent
claim, using
quadratic
Gaussian
modelling
of default-free
interest
rate and hazard
rate processes
and employing as a valuation
methodology
the stochastic
mesh method (developed
recently in BroadieGlasserman(1997)[3])
enhanced
highly
by some generalized
low-discrepancy-sequences.
Our
Markovian
framework
is also convenient
to implement
in those backward
induction
calculus.
When one employs
other Markovian
modelling
instead of the minimal
one, it is no longer
easier to derive any closed- or nearly closed-form
expressions,
and so it would be indispensable
to invoke to the Monte-Carlo
simulation,
as conducted
in Inui-Kijima(l998)[12]
for the pricing
of a simple discount
bond option.
It seems likely that our LDS-enhanced
Markovian
pricing
methodology
works even in such cases and reduces the computational
burdens
as the required
demension
increases.
Those await the future research.
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